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Collins, Earl A. Missouri its People and its Progress. St. Louis ;Dallas ;San Francisco: Webster Publishing Company, [1940]. Americana F 466 .C69 1940


Davis, Walter Bickford. An Illustrated History of Missouri: comprising its early record, and civil, political, and military history from the first exploration to the present time; including an encyclopaedia of legislation during the administrations of the governors from M'Nair, 1820, to Hardin, 1876, with the topography, geology, and geography of the state, historical sketches of religious denominations, of schools and colleges, of the counties separately, embracing narratives of pioneer life, personal reminiscences, description of localities, soils, and climate, agricultural, commercial and educational advantages, and biographical sketches of prominent citizens. St. Louis: AJ Hall and Company; Cincinnati: R. Clarke and Company, 1876. F 466 .D26 1876 and Americana F 466 .D26 1876 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16176


Snider, Felix Eugene. Goodspeed's History of Southeast Missouri: embracing an historical account of the counties of Ste. Genevieve, St. François, Perry, Cape Girardeau, Bollinger, Madison, New Madrid, Pemiscot, Dunklin, Scott, Mississippi, Stoddard, Butler, Wayne, and Iron, and including a department
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Mattes, Merrill J. Slavaging Missouri Valley History. Americana 977 A1 no.17


Notes on Missouri Letter of James Clemens, Jr., 1816 : diary of William M. Campbell, 1830. St. Louis: Jefferson Memorial, 1936. 977.8006 M691g V.3 no.7-9

The Ozark Region its History and its People. Springfield Mo.: Interstate Historical Society, 1917. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH17842
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Simpich, Frederick.  Missouri Mother of the West.  Americana 977 A1 no.13


Switzler, W. F.  Switzler's Illustrated History of Missouri from 1541 to 1877.  St. Louis: C.R. Barns Editor and Publisher, 1879.  F 466 .S97 1879 and Americana F 466 .S97 1879 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH8298

Thorp, Joseph.  Early Days in Missouri.  [Liberty Missouri: Liberty Tribune, 1917-1918].  Rare Book Collection 977.8 T398e 1917
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Thorp, Joseph. Early Days in the West: Along the Missouri One Hundred Years Ago. Liberty, MO: Irving Gilmer, 1924. *Americana Rare F 466 .T5x 1924* and *Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 11245*


**Adair County**


**Andrew County**


History of Andrew and DeKalb Counties, Missouri from the earliest time to the present: together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and family records, besides a condensed history of the State of Missouri, etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1888. *F 472 .A5 1888* and *Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16032*
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Paul, Lilah Townsend. Picture Book of Andrew County, Savannah Mo.: Savannah Reporter ;, 1904. F 461 .A5 P38x

**Atchison County**


The History of Holt and Atchison Counties, Missouri: containing a history of these counties, their cities, towns, etc., etc.: biographical sketches of their citizens, general and local statistics, portraits of early settlers and prominent men, history of Missouri, map of Holt and Atchison counties, etc. St. Joseph, MO: National Historical Co., 1882. F 472 .H7 H6 1882

**Audrain County**

History of Audrain County, Missouri. St. Louis: National Historical Co., 1884. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16033

**Barry County**


**Barton County**

History of Hickory, Polk, Cedar, Dade and Barton Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional, and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1889. F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Americana F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16027


**Bates County**


Tathwell, S.L. The Old Settler's History of Bates County, Missouri: from its first settlement to the first day of January, 1900. Amsterdam, MO: Tathwell and Maxey, 1897. F 472 .B3 T3 1897 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16034
Benton County

History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. F 472 .A18 H5 1978 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029


Bollinger County


Boone County


History of Boone County, Missouri. St. Louis: Western Historical Co., 1882. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16035

Buchanan County


History of Buchanan County, Missouri: containing a history of the county, its cities, towns, etc., biographical sketches of its citizens, Buchanan County in the late war, general and local
MISSOURI


Portrait and Biographical Record of Buchanan and Clinton Counties, Missouri. Chicago, IL: Chapman, 1893. F 472 .B9 P8


Butler County


Caldwell County


Caldwell County, Missouri History. <s.l.>: Caldwell County Historical Society, 1985. F 472 .C2 C34x 1985
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LeSueur, Stephen C. Missouri's Failed Compromise the Creation of Caldwell County for the Mormons. Periodical BX 8605.1 .J826 vol.31 no.3


Callaway County


History of Callaway County, Missouri : written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of its townships, towns, and villages: together with a condensed history of Missouri, a reliable and detailed history of Callaway County, its pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens, general and local statistics of great value, incidents and reminiscences. Clinton, MO: The Printery, 1972. F 472 .C3 H6 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH17592


Camden County

Cape Girardeau County


Carroll County

MISSOURI


Turner, S.K. Twentieth Century History of Carroll County, Missouri: containing biographical sketches of prominent and representative citizens, together with biographies and portraits of all the presidents of the United States. Indianapolis, IN: B.F. Bowen, 1911. Americana F 472 .C35 T87x 1911

Carter County


Cass County

Cedar County


Facts About El Dorado Springs. <s.l.>: John L. Gundy and Sons Advertising Co., no date. F 474 .E4 G8

Historical Tours of Cedar County, Missouri. Stockton Mo.: Cedar County Historical Society, 1977. F 472 .C4 H48x

History of Hickory, Polk, Cedar, Dade and Barton Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional, and private records: besides a valuable fund of notes, original observation, etc., etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1889. F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Americana F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16027

Chariton County


History of Howard and Chariton Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most official authentic and private sources, including a history of its townships, towns, and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Co., 1883. F 472 .H8 H59 1883 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16259
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Portrait and Biographical Record of Clay, Ray, Carroll, Chariton and Linn Counties, Missouri: containing biographical sketches of prominent and representative citizens, together with biographies and portraits of all the presidents of the United States. Chicago, IL: Chapman, 1893. F 472 .A18 P8


Christian County


Clark County

History of Lewis, Clark, Knox and Scotland Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present; together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and numerous family records; besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Astoria, IL: Stevens Publishing, 1930. F 472 .A18 H63 1930z and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16030


Clay County


History of Clay and Platte Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns, and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri; a reliable and detailed history of Clay and Platte Counties—their pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens; general and local statistics of great value; incidents and reminiscences. Liberty, MO: Clay County Historical Society Inc., 1974. Americana F 472 .C5 H57 1974

Portrait and Biographical Record of Clay, Ray, Carroll, Chariton and Linn Counties, Missouri: containing biographical sketches of prominent and representative citizens, together with biographies and portraits of all the presidents of the United States. Chicago, IL: Chapman, 1893. F 472 .A18 P8
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Clinton County

The History of Clinton County, Missouri: containing a history of the county, its cities, towns, etc.; biographical sketches of its citizens, Clinton county in the late war, general and local statistics, portraits of early settlers and prominent men, history of Missouri, map of Clinton county, etc., etc. St. Joseph, MO: National Historical Co., 1881. F 472 .C53 H57x 1881


Portrait and Biographical Record of Buchanan and Clinton Counties, Missouri: containing biographical sketches of prominent and representative citizens, together with biographies and portraits of all the presidents of the United States. Chicago, IL: Chapman, 1893. F 472 .B9 P8

Preserving Yesterday and Today for Tomorrow: A Pictorial History of Plattsburg, the County Seat of Clinton County, in Celebration of Our Sesquicentennial. <s.l.: s.n.>, 1983. F 474 .P53 P74x 1983

Cole County

History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records; besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. F 472 .A18 H5 1978 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029

Cooper County


**MISSOURI**


**Crawford County**


**Dade County**


History of Dade County and Her People from the Date of the Earliest Settlements to the Present Time: Together with Departments Devoted to the Preservation of Personal Reminiscences, Biographies of Prominent Persons and Families, Business Growth and Development, a History of the Cities, Towns and Villages of the County, School, Church, Lodge and Club Statistics, with Personal Notes and Observations, etc., etc. Greenfield Mo.: Pioneer Historical Co., 1917. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16042

History of Hickory, Polk, Cedar, Dade and Barton Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional, and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1889. F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Americana F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16027

**Dallas County**

Hemphill, Elva M. Early Days in Dallas County. [n.p.], 1954. F 472 .D2 H4

**Daviess County**
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The History of Daviess County, Missouri an Encyclopedia of Useful Information, and a Compendium of Actual Facts: It Contains a Condensed History of the State of Missouri and its Chief Cities, St. Louis, Kansas City, and St. Joseph, a reliable history of Daviess County, its pioneer record, war history, resources, biographical sketches and portraits of prominent citizens, general and local statistics of great value, and a large amount of miscellaneous matter, incidents, etc., etc. S. Kansas City Mo.: Birdsall & Dean, 1882. *Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 11339* and *Americana F 472 .D25 H572x 1882* and *Online URL*


**DeKalb County**

History of Andrew and Dekalb Counties, Missouri from the earliest time to the present: together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and family records, besides a condensed history of the State of Missouri, etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1888. *F 472 .A5 1888*

History of DeKalb County, Missouri, Maysville, the County Seat, Camden Township Family History: history and genealogy with related maps, documents and photographs. Maysville, MO: DeKalb County Historical Society, 1981. *F 472 .D3 H57x 1981*

**Dent County**
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**Douglas County**


**Dunklin County**


**Franklin County**


**Gasconade County**


History of Franklin, Jefferson, Washington, Crawford and Gasconade Counties. Missouri: from the earliest time to the present: together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and numerous family records: besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1958. **F 472 .F6 H57 1958** and **Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 9096**

**Gentry County**
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**Greene County**


History of Greene County, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources: including a history of its townships and villages: together with a condensed history of Missouri, the city of St. Louis, a reliable and detailed history of Greene county - its pioneer record, war history, resources, biographical sketches and portraits of prominent citizens, general and local statistics of great value, and a large amount of legal and miscellaneous matter, incidents and reminiscences grave, tragic and humorous. St. Louis, MO: Western Historical Pub. Co., 1969. F 472 .G8 H6 1969 and Microfiche F 472 .G8 H6 1969

**Grundy County**


The History of Grundy County, Missouri an Encyclopedia of Useful Information, and a Compendium of Actual Facts: It Contains a Condensed History of the State of Missouri and its Chief Cities, St. Joseph, its pioneer record, war history, resources, biographical sketches, general and local statistics of great value, portraits of prominent citizens, and a large amount of miscellaneous matter, incidents, etc. Kansas City Mo.: Birdsall & Dean, 1881. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH17843

**Harrison County**
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History of Harrison and Mercer Counties, Missouri: from the earliest times to the present: together with sundry personal, business, and professional sketches and family records: besides a condensed history of the State of Missouri, etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1888. F 472 .H3 H57 1888


Henry County

The History of Henry and St. Clair Counties, Missouri: containing a history of these counties, their cities, towns, etc., etc.: biographical sketches of their citizens, general and local statistics, history of Missouri, map of Henry and St. Clair counties, etc. Clinton, MO: Henry County Historical Society, 1968. F 472 .H6 H5 1968 and Americana F 472 .H6 H5 1968 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16255


Hickory County

History of Hickory, Polk, Cedar, Dade and Barton Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional, and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1889. F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Americana F 472 .A18 H62 1889 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16027


Holt County

History of Holt and Atchison Counties, Missouri: containing a history of these counties, their cities, towns, etc., etc.: biographical sketches of their citizens, general and local statistics.


Howard County

History of Howard and Chariton Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most official authentic and private sources, including a history of its townships, towns, and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Co., 1883. F 472 .H8 H59 1883


Howell County

Iron County


Jackson County
**MISSOURI**


---

The History of Jackson County, Missouri, containing a history of the county, its cities, towns, etc.: biographical sketches of its citizens, Jackson County in the late war, general and local statistics, portraits of early settlers and prominent men, history of Missouri, map of Jackson County, miscellaneous matters, etc., etc. Kansas City, MO: Rampre Press, 1966. Reprint of the 1881 edition. F 472 .J2 H7 1966

Independence, Jackson County, Missouri Centennial, One Hundred Years of Progress, 1827-1927. Independence, MO: <s.n.>, 1927. Americana F 474 .I3 I34x 1927
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Jasper County


Jefferson County


Johnson County

Crissey, William E. Warrensburg, Missouri: a history with folk lore, 1924. Warrensburg?, MO: <s.n.>, 1924?. F 474 .W3 C7 1924 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 10543 and Online URL
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The History of Johnson County, Missouri: including a reliable history of the townships, cities, and towns, together with a map of the county, a condensed history of Missouri, the state constitution, an abstract of the most important laws, the physical features of the county, the early settlers and pioneers, the political and war history, the religious and educational history, the portraits of prominent citizens, illustrations of state and county institutions, biographical sketches, a history of the agricultural interests, statistics and miscellaneous matters, etc., etc. Clinton, MO: The Printery, 1970. Reprint of the 1881 edition. F 472 .J6 H57 1970 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 11450

Portrait and Biographical Record of Johnson and Pettis Counties, Missouri: containing portraits and biographical sketches of prominent and representative citizens of the counties, together with biographies and portraits of all the presidents of the United States. Chicago, IL: Chapman Publishing, 1895. F 472 .J6 P8 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 11533 and Online URL


Knox County

History of Lewis, Clark, Knox and Scotland Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present: together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and numerous family records; besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Astoria, IL: Stevens Pub., no date. F 472 .A18 H63 1930z and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16030

Laclede County


Lafayette County

History of Lafayette County, Mo. St. Louis: Missouri Historical Co., 1881. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16267
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Lawrence County


The Ozark Region its History and its People. Springfield Mo.: Interstate Historical Society, 1917. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH17842

Lewis County


Lincoln County

History of Lincoln County, Missouri : from the earliest time to the present : including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1888. F 472 .L7 H6

Linn County


Livingston County
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Macon County


Madison County


Maries County

History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. F 472 .A18 H5 1978 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029
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MARION COUNTY


Holcombe, R. I. History of Marion County, Missouri: Written and Compiled from the most Authentic Official and Private Source. Including a history of its townships, towns and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri; the City of St. Louis; a reliable and detailed history of Marion County--its pioneer record, war history, resources, biographical sketches and portraits of prominent citizens; general and local statistics of great value, and a large amount of legal and miscellaneous matter; incidents and reminiscences, grave, tragic and humorous. Illustrated St. Louis: E. F. Perkins, 1884. Americana F 472 .M3 H6 1884 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16270

Holcombe, R.I. History of Marion County Missouri, 1884. Marceline, MO: Walsworth, 1884. F 472 .M3 H64x 1979

MCDONALD COUNTY


Sturges, J.A. Illustrated History of McDonald County, Missouri, from the earliest settlement to the present time. Pineville, MO: <s.n.>, 1897. Americana Rare F 472 .M13 S8

MERCER COUNTY

History of Harrison and Mercer Counties, Missouri: from the earliest times to the present : together with sundry personal, business, and professional sketches and family records : besides a condensed history of the State of Missouri, etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1888. F 472 .H3 H57 1888

MILLER COUNTY

History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records; besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. F 472 .A18 H5 1978 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029
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**Mississippi County**


**Moniteau County**


History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. F 472 .A18 H5 1978 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029


**Monroe County**


History of Monroe and Shelby Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns and villages: together with a condensed history of Missouri, a reliable and detailed history of Monroe and Shelby counties, their pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens, general and local statistics of great value, incidents and reminiscences. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Co., 1884. F 472 .M76 H5 1884 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16271

**Montgomery County**
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History of St. Charles, Montgomery and Warren Counties, Missouri: written and comp. from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Company, 1885. **Americana F 472 .S2 H6** and **Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16272**

**Morgan County**

History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. : illustrated. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. **F 472 .A18 H5 1978** and **Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029**

**New Madrid County**


**Newton County**


**Nodaway County**


Tales of Nodaway County: a book of representative stories and unusual tales. <s.l.:s.n.>, 1977. **F 472 .N7 N63x**
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Oregon County

Osage County

History of Cole, Moniteau, Morgan, Benton, Miller, Maries and Osage Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc.: illustrated. Easley, SC: Southern Historical Press, 1978. F 472 .A18 H5 1978 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16029

Ozark County

Pemiscot County


Perry County


Pettis County

Portrait and Biographical Record of Johnson and Pettis Counties, Missouri: containing portraits and biographical sketches of prominent and representative citizens of the counties, together with biographies and portraits of all the presidents of the United States. Chicago, IL: Chapman Publishing, 1895. F 472 .J6 P8

Last updated 06/11
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Phelps County


Pike County


Platte County

Aker, Mary B. *Southern Platte County: yesteryears, today, and tomorrow*. <s.l.:s.n.>, 1967. F 472 .P7 A37

History of Clay and Platte Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns, and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri; a reliable and detailed history of Clay and Platte Counties--their pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens; general and local statistics of great value; incidents and reminiscences. Liberty, MO: Clay County Historical Society Inc., 1974. Americana F 472 .C5 H57 1974

Paxton, William M. *Annals of Platte County, Missouri: from its exploration down to June 1, 1897*: with genealogies of its noted families, and sketches of its pioneers and distinguished people: showing that by intermarriage, we have become one great family. Kansas City, MO: Hudson-Kimberly Pub. Co., 1960. Reprint of the 1987 edition. F 472 .P7 P3 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 9705

Polk County

History of Hickory, Polk, Cedar, Dade and Barton Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present, including a department devoted to the preservation of sundry personal, business, professional, and private records, besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. : illustrated. Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1889. F 472 .A18 H62 1882 and Americana F 472 .A18 H62 1882 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16027

Pulaski County

Putnam County
MISSOURI


Ralls County


Randolph County

History of Randolph and Macon Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns and villages: together with a condensed history of Missouri, a reliable and detailed history of Randolph and Macon counties, their pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens, general and local statistics of great value, incidents and reminiscences. St. Louis, MO: National Co., 1964. F 472 .R15 H5 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 10571

Ray County

Hamilton, Bob. Ray County History Dates to 1820. F 472 .R2 R22x vol.5
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Reynolds County

Ripley County


Saint Charles County


History of St. Charles, Montgomery and Warren Counties, Missouri: written and comp. from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Company, 1885. Americana F 472 .S2 H6 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16272


Saint Clair County


Saint Francois County

Snider, Felix Eugene. Goodspeed's History of Southeast Missouri: embracing an historical account of the counties of Ste. Genevieve, St. François, Perry, Cape Girardeau, Bollinger,
MISSOURI


Sainte Genevieve County


St. Louis County


Saline County


History of Saline County, Missouri Carefully Written and Compiled from the most Authentic Official and Private Sources, Including a History of its Townships, Cities, Towns and Villages.
MISSOURI

Together with a Condensed History of Missouri; the State Constitution; a Military Record of its Volunteers in either Army of the Great Civil War, General and Local Statistics, Miscellany, Reminiscences, Grave, Tragic and Humorous, Biographical Sketches of Prominent Men and Citizens Identified with the Interests of the Count. St. Louis: Missouri Historical Co., 1881. Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH17845

Schuyler County


Scotland County


History of Lewis, Clark, Knox and Scotland Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present: together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and numerous family records; besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Astoria, IL: Stevens Pub., no date. F 472 .A18 H63 1930z and F 472 .A18 H632 1887 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16030

Scott County


Shannon County

Shelby County

History of Monroe and Shelby Counties, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns and villages; together with a condensed history of Missouri, a reliable and detailed history of Monroe and Shelby counties, their pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens, general and local statistics of great value, incidents and reminiscences. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Co., 1884. F 472 .M76 H5 1884 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16271
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Stoddard County


Stone County

Sullivan County


Taney County

Texas County


Vernon County

History of Vernon County, Missouri: written and compiled from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of its townships, towns and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri; a reliable and detailed history of Vernon County--its pioneer record, resources, biographical sketches of prominent citizens; general and local statistics of great value; incidents and reminiscences. Illustrated. St. Louis, MO: Brown and Co., 1887. Americana F 472 .V4 H57x 1887 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH16273
MISSOURI

Warren County


History of St. Charles, Montgomery and Warren Counties, Missouri: written and comp. from the most authentic official and private sources, including a history of their townships, towns and villages, together with a condensed history of Missouri. St. Louis, MO: National Historical Company, 1885. Americana F 472 .S2 H6 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH1627

Washington County


History of Franklin, Jefferson, Washington, Crawford and Gasconade Counties, Missouri: from the earliest time to the present : together with sundry personal, business and professional sketches and numerous family records : besides a valuable fund of notes, original observations, etc., etc. Chicago, IL: Goodspeed Pub. Co., 1958. F 472 .F6 H57 1958 and Microfiche CS 43 .G46x LH 9096

Wayne County


Webster County

**MISSOURI**

**Worth County**


**Wright County**